
 

 

 
 

 
The innovation: A packaging that disappears 

 

First chocolate bar with home-compostable packaging 

on German supermarket shelves 
 

 
 
Dresden, 04.12.2019. – The nu company launches the first chocolate bar in home 

compostable packaging, instead of plastic. With this, the startup sets a strong signal for 

more sustainability in the food industry and pushes its vision of plastic-free supermarket 

shelves even further.  

 

World’s first chocolate bar in home and garden compostable packaging 

The nu company stands for innovative organic snacks and sense-driven entrepreneurship. 

Motivated by their mission of a healthier and greener world, the innovation drivers 

continuously present new solutions for sustainable consumption. The latest coup of the 

founder trio: A home compostable flowpack for their first success product, the nucao bar. 

The start-up thus provides proof that ecological packaging alternatives are not only 

necessary, but are now also practical. Co-founder Mathias Tholey explains: "What packaging 

is made of has long since become a matter of fate for our oceans. We want to show that 

plastic-free is no longer a utopia - with packaging that decomposes without residue and can 

be returned to the biological cycle". 

 

100.000 faulty produced bars up to the packaging innovation 

The German food-tech startup thinks existing concepts consequently nu – or new. At the 

beginning of 2019, the green startup also saw potential in its own product packaging. The 

company wanted to turn what had previously been two separate outer packages into one – 

https://www.the-nu-company.com/


 

 

developed as resource-sparingly as possible, and according to the latest ecological 

standards. Even initial setbacks caused by breaking open sealing seams and poor print quality 

could not deter the startup from its supposedly overambitious goal of a home compostable 

bar packaging. More than 100,000 nucao bars were produced faulty at the beginning, and 

delayed the planned sales start by several weeks.  

 

The nu company makes no secret of the fact that the implementation of their packaging 

innovation was by no means an easy and cost-effective undertaking. "Yes, the new packaging 

almost drove us crazy - and into bankruptcy," admits product developer and Head of Supply 

Chain Gloria Scheibe. "Nevertheless, it was worth the effort we put into its development. We 

are proud that we are now playing a pioneering role in holistically thought-out food 

packaging," continues Gloria Scheibe. 

 

A plastic-free packaging as gamechanger 

The latest nucao packaging, so far, owns a unique selling point in the otherwise plastic-

dominated bar range: it consists mainly of FSC-certified paper and cellulose – both 

components are made from 99 percent renewable raw materials and are held together by an 

equally biodegradable glue. The flowpack is printed with water-based organic inks that are 

completely free of harmful metals. 

 

In contrast to other plastic-free alternatives, the bar packaging is certified by TÜV as home 

and garden compostable, and decomposes in just a few weeks without leaving any harmful 

residues. The packaging is also marked with the "Plastic Free Trust Mark" of the A Plastic 

Planet Organisation – the first official seal that guarantees total freedom from plastic. 

 

The vision of a plastic-free food industry  

As a pioneer in the plastic-free movement, the nu company wants to initiate a restructuring 

of how the food industry operates, and put ecological packaging on the agenda. The social 

startup sees itself as a lighthouse project for sustainable consumption and pursues the vision 

of plastic-free food shelves until 2030. The startup's self-declared goal is not only to challenge 

the big players in the food industry, but also to encourage other companies in the industry 

to make a positive change.  

 

In order to advance their vision, the startup plans to cooperate more closely with politicians, 

as well as packaging producers and disposal companies in the future: "The more we are, the 

greater the pressure on composting plants and politicians. And the greater the chance that 

we will soon find uniform conditions in German composting plants that are completely 

adapted to the needs of home compostable packaging films," concludes Gloria Scheibe. 

 

Images can be found here  
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About the nu company 

The nu company is a purpose-driven social food startup from Dresden, Germany. Founded in 2016 by 

three business engineers, the impact business changes the way people eat. Following its claim “Rethink 

Food”, the impact business makes snacking healthy and sustainable and it challenges the food industry 

by showing that consumption can also have a positive impact. All ingredients are natural, ecologically-

sourced and plant-based, the packaging is plastic-free and sustainable. On its mission to be climate-

positive, one tree is planted for every product sold. In its fight against plastic, the nu company 

developed the world’s first home-compostable packaging made from cellulose. 
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